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93. On Solutions of a Partially Differential Equation
with a Parameter

By Taira SHIROTA
Osaka University

(Comm. by K. KUNU(I, Yi.;LA., June 12, 1956)

Let P -, be a polynomial of derivations , a()
vlm Xv

fined in R and with a parameter , where %()are complex valued
continuous functions on a separable and locally compact space A
and where the degrees of polynomials P($, ) are independent of z A.
Then we consider the existence of distribution solution, which is
continuous with respect to e A, of the partially differential equa-
tion

where T.() is a gNen continuous 2uncion on A into a distribution
space.

In he special case in his direction where A consists of a point,
many interesting results are obtained by B. Malgrange, L. HSrmander
and L. Ehrenpreis. Furthermore recently F. TrOves considered
the case where T()=. Here we prove more general theorems
applying considerations o these author’s.

Theorem 1. For any continuous function T.() on A into :
thee is a solution S.() of the equation (1) where S() is a continuous

function on A into : and where S.()=O whenever T()=O.
Theorem 2. Under the same assumption of Theorem 1, if S()

is a continuous solution such that

P -;), 2 N(2)= T(2) for 2 Ao )

where Ao i a eloped bspaee of A, h here i a eoios ol-
tidn $2(2) of (1) defined over A such that

S:()=S() for Ao. 8 )
Furthermore we may replace by 8, that is, we can prove

the ol]owing
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